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CHILL WITH COOPERS
Australians love beer. So much so that over a quarter of us would consider ourselves ‘beer drinkers’, and almost 

a third of us have had one in the past month. And there’s no better time for a beer than in the summer.

When it comes to choosing a beverage to complement the festive season, the options are bountiful. To stand 

out from the crowd, Coopers, the authentic South Australian brand known for its brewing culture, has recently 

launched an impressive JCDecaux campaign across Digital Large Format and XTrackTV.

Coopers cleverly harnessed location targeting by tailoring messages to specific regions, from the streets 

of Adelaide, to Chatswood in Sydney. By doing so, Coopers was able to drive brand awareness and consideration 

in the lead up to summer. 

Source: JCDecaux Contextual Targeting Outdoor Study

Brand ad awareness increases by 

up to 60% 
with contextually relevant 
Out-of-Home campaigns.

SHOP ‘TILL YOU DROP

Black Friday/Cyber Monday, kicked off the year’s busiest retail period, 

with savvy JCDecaux audiences everywhere, primed, and ready to take 

advantage of the abundant discounts.

 Westpac’s research confirms that while our holiday retail spirit remains strong, 

economic conditions mean many Australians are having to be more considered 

in their purchases; 74% of us are actively seeking bargains to make the 

dollars go further.

 Which is why, during this busy season of spending, smart advertisers are using 

Out-of-Home to tell us what’s on offer, and drive sales. Let’s not forget that 

people who see Out-of-Home say they are 63%+ more likely to act online.

 In our last issue for the year, we’re looking (or window shopping, you might say) 

at the brands using our network to prime audiences and get us reaching for 

our wallets. Whether you’re buying gifts, drinks for a Christmas celebration, 

or a new summer outfit, there’s a range of campaigns live across the 

network to inspire you.

 Happy Holidays and happy shopping friends!
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COUNTRY ROAD’S MOST 
WONDERFUL CAMPAIGN

Country Road claims its spot on our Christmas wish list with timeless appeal. The ‘Since 1974’ campaign pays homage to heritage 

and classic style, showcasing the perfect pieces for every age across JCDecaux Digital Large and Small Format. 

This strategic move ensures presence in prime locations, reaching valuable audiences in proximity to key shopping precincts.

Out-of-Home serves as a powerful tool for priming shoppers by strategically capturing their attention on a public screen. Through 

vibrant visuals, compelling messages, and strategic placements, outdoor ads create a lasting imprint 

in consumers’ minds and set the stage for a positive shopping experience.

EPIC AMAZON
Amazon’s annual sales events have become key moments on the retail calendar for savvy shoppers looking 

to make their dollars go further, and none is bigger than Black Friday/ Cyber Monday weekend. This year, 

Aussies were expected to spend upwards of $6.3 billion across the four days.

To drive awareness of its epic deals and encourage shoppers to get online, Amazon did what it does best – ensuring 

its Black Friday message was everywhere by running a multiformat, high impact campaign across JCDecaux 

Digital Large and Small Format, Transit, and Rail. To further increase impact in the heart of Sydney’s CBD, 

the brand was our first ever Station Takeover at Wynyard Station. Looks pretty epic.

Out-of-Home is the most 
effective media channel to 

drive online activity, delivering 

4x more 
online activity per ad dollar spent 

than TV, radio, and print.

Source: Nielsen 2017

Following on from its Black Friday campaign, Amazon is now turning its attention to Christmas gifting, 

with another multiformat activation across Rail, Transit, and Digital Large and Small Format. High-impact 

elements include a Wynyard Station Takeover in Sydney, a Tram Wrap in Melbourne, and six special build bus 

shelter wraps across Sydney and Melbourne.

61% 
of shoppers will be exposed 

to Out-of-Home 
in the hour prior to visiting 

a retail store.

Source: OMA October 2021, Day in the Life Study

A SEAFOLLY SUMMER
Seafolly, Australia’s most iconic swimwear fashion brand, has once again set the bar high with its recent 

summer campaign. And what’s the secret to its success? It’s a fusion of breathtaking creative featuring 

Aussie fitness model Steph Claire Smith and a multiformat solution across JCDecaux Large Format, 

Small Format, and Transit. Building brand presence along the purchase journey is crucial in influencing 

in-store or online purchase decisions.

Hitting the road in style, Seafolly’s summer campaign is splashed across JCDecaux’s iconic B-line bus, 

which travels along key summer routes and through bustling retail precincts.

But that’s not all – the campaign captures the attention of eager shoppers with a dominant presence across 

JCDecaux Large and Small Format. Positioned strategically, this campaign entices audiences to step into 

a Seafolly store while they’re out and about, ensuring beach-ready glamour is just a glance away.

Source: Transport for NSW, 2018, B-Line success

5.9 million passengers catch the B-line annually.

SURFSTITCH IS READY
As the mercury climbs, Australian online fashion brand SurfStitch has launched a head-turning 

campaign unveiling its new brand identity, ‘Ready for Everywhere’.

JCDecaux Transit takes centre stage, with beautiful summer visuals showcasing this season’s sizzling looks 

featured nationwide on Portrait Sides and Full Backs. To build incremental reach and frequency, 

a Melbourne Tram Wrap and Sydney Bus Wrap strategically target coastal suburbs and summer hotspots; 

Digital Large Format roadside and in rail elevate impact; and video creatives across 

XTrackTV captivate audiences. For online brands, combining public and private screens to build a ‘real world’ 

presence is crucial. Out-of-Home is an effective channel to prime audiences and influence purchase decisions.

People who see Out-of-Home are 

56% 
 more likely to search 

for a brand online. 

Source: OMA June 2021, Day in the Life Study
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NOBODY BEATS DAN’S
There’s nothing like the collective clang of glasses, a “cheers,” and a heartfelt toast to put you in the holiday 

mood. With alcohol in the top four spend categories for consumers at Christmas time, Dan Murphy’s is 

reminding Australians that no other liquor store can beat Dan’s prices. The brand is mixing it up and running 

a multiformat JCDecaux Digital and Classic Large Format, Digital Rail and Smartframe campaign nationally 

to spread its Christmas message and prime audiences across various touchpoints as they prepare 

for the holiday season.

Baby boomers are planning the booziest Christmas 
with an average alcohol spend of 

$524 per person in 2023, 
2.7x the national average ($192).

OROTON OWNS THE CITY

PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE 
THIS SUMMER

Oroton, Australia’s heritage fashion brand, partnered with JCDecaux to launch its beautiful new summer fashion range, 

priming shoppers as they traversed Australia’s busiest CBDs. Featured across JCDecaux Smartframes in Melbourne 

and Sydney as well as an iconic Tram Wrap in Melbourne, the campaign showcased multiple items from the must-buy 

range while driving impact in proximity to key CBD stores.

The Cancer Council’s mantra of “slip, slop, slap, and protect your family” is now echoing nationwide 

thanks to its strategic use of JCDecaux Transit. The campaign, featuring Portrait Backs and Full Backs, 

served to increase brand awareness among families. By depot targeting beach and coastal areas, Cancer Council’s bold, 

seasonal creative was seen in contextually relevant areas—close to the beach as well as key retail destinations.

As a proud JCDecaux Heart Partner, this vibrant campaign harnesses the power of Transit through depot targeting, driving 

reach and frequency among families, and reminding them to shield themselves from those sneaky sun rays this summer!

Source: Finder Christmas Spending Statistics

In NSW alone, 
buses travel almost 

4 million km 
each week.

Source: Transport for NSW, Open Mobility Data, 2022

OFFICEWORKS’ DYNAMIC DEALS
Officeworks might not immediately jump to mind when thinking about retailers to visit for Black Friday deals 

and festive season gifts, but the brand’s latest campaign aims to change that.

To cement itself as an essential Black Friday destination and inspire gift ideas, Officeworks cleverly 

promoted a mix of product and brand messages in a dynamic JCDecaux Smartframe campaign.

A custom Officeworks API feed pulled through 13 different products, from mobile phones to monitors, 

complete with an image, description, and the sale price. The clever activation gave Officeworks the flexibility 

to change pricing throughout the sale period. To further drive consideration, a Classicframes PLACE 

campaign saw panels strategically located in proximity to Officeworks stores, while a XTrackTV component 

communicated its brand message and price beat guarantee with full motion audio and video content. 

JCDecaux recently finished upgrading 
its XTrackTV network, with 

34 new and 
improved screens 

across a selection of Sydney’s busiest stations; 
ideal for brands wanting to influence commuters 

during the festive season.

CHNAGE CREATIVE TO BLACK FRIDAY

Source: OMA July 2022, Day in the Life Study

Out-of-Home is proven to 
support the retail path to purchase, 

with research showing 

71% 
of people have taken action 

within seven days of seeing an ad 
on public transport.


